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• Welcome Everyone:   Let’s keep praying for healing for our

brother Jim Whitmer after his major surgery last

Wednesday.

• This week as many of you know IS, “Holy Week” for us

Christians, who aim to love and obey Jesus Christ, with

determination and courage in the RENEWED AND

RESTORED SPIRIT OF THE APOSTLE PETER, as we delight

in His constant presence. Actually every week ought to be “Holy

Week” for us Christians.

• Or how about Every day, ought to be “a Holy Day” as we reflect

in solitude, contemplate with consuming fire to refine us and fire

us up with fresh Passion for the Cross to experience genuine

appreciation, BIG TIME, to GRIEVE with GRATITUDE for

Jesus’ excruciating painful death on the Cross, where He became

our substitute, and bled to death, vindicating His Father’s Holy

Character and to make FULL AND PERMANENT payment to

His Holy Father, to appease His Father’s righteous and

justifiable Wrath towards us depraved sinners, for the permanent

forgiveness of ALL OF OUR SINS, BUT at the same time we,

those of us who love Jesus, must REJOICE with compelling

commitment driven by the Father’s LOVE, to know, cherish,

SAVOR and defend Biblical Truth, because that FRIDAY, WAS
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OUR BEST FRIDAY ever. And we must continue to rehearse

it!!!

• SLIDE

• “Perfect Practice makes Permanent”

• Hence, we have the huge JOYFUL obligation, duty and

responsibility to know, cherish, SAVOR and defend Biblical

Truth, with our very lives, if necessary!! TRUTH that produces

GRACE, for the underserved AMAZING LOVE each of us have

received thru the Grace of our Heavenly Loving Father, as Isaiah

tell us in chapter 53, that Jesus was crushed OR BRUISED, His

beloved Son Jesus Christ, was oppressed, fully rejected BY all

MEN AND ALL HUMAN KIND, wounded and afflicted. And

the LORD, His Father, laid on Jesus the iniquity of US ALL.

We received the instant gift of reconciliation, WITH A NEW

HEART, upon our sincere confession of sin and repentance!

Hence we received peace with God and with others thru Jesus’

painful sacrifice ON THE CROSS!  We also received

HEALING for our sins; as we are no longer slaves to our sins,

but rather we have become BOUNDSERVANTS to Jesus Christ

and fully FREE and able to obey our Heavenly Father thru Jesus

Christ perfect example in the POWER OF THE HOLY SPIRIT.

• Isaiah 53 also gives us great JOYFUL and eternal instant hope in

the midst of the pain and agony of our Lord Jesus suffered, due
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to our evil sin and guilt, as in the middle of verse 10 as He is

making payment of our sins, we read:  “He (Jesus) shall see His

seed.  He shall prolong His days.” My beloved RTO family:

Isaiah is seeing the Risen Christ, and the empty tomb, over

700 years before it happened in 33 AD, and Isaiah is seeing

us rise with Christ, and experience His resurrection, for ever

and ever, and ever, aleluya!!!!!

• That is why we have been focusing on Colossians 3:1

• SLIDE

• “If then you were raised with Christ, seek those things which

are above, where Christ is, sitting at the right Hand of God

(our Father)”

• SLIDE

• “You see, Jesus CONTINUES to do in heaven, what He was

doing on the Cross, as He is now seated at the Right Hand of

God the Father, since 33 AD when He ascended to His

Father on His resurrected and glorified Body:  Jesus is

interceding for you and me 24/7.  Let that sink in you now

and believe it, as it did in Peter who finally believed it,

otherwise your prayer life will never take off and be as flat

as soda without gas.”
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• SLIDE

• “I want to tell you the amazing good news for us Christians, who

must be on the quest at aiming to experience TRUE

unspeakable, permanent, contagious and uncontainable JOY,

which will transfer to others as Jesus’ credible witness of that

joy:  Here it is:  We must enter thru the same door Jesus had to

enter to experience THAT UNSURPASSING Living Joy, and

that is the door of the Cross”

• The Apostle Peter finally discovered that JOY!  Hence The

Cross became for Peter his exclusive consuming aim, obsession

and delight.

• SLIDE

• “After Peter had a little taste of that PURE JOY, Peter became

real hungry and compelled for the same exact Joy Jesus

experienced exclusively on the cross, which He offered to Peter

and hence to us thru the Cross. Peter’s aim was to crucify the

flesh and the desires of the flesh, which will constantly fight

against experiencing Jesus’ REAL type of JOY. But Peter was

also willing to die on a physical cross, upside down for his new

renewed convictions, AND HE DID.  Peter became focused on

his quest to experience that SAME JOY Jesus offers, not similar

or counterfeit joy, but lasting Joy. Peter finally believed and
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TRUSTED IN Jesus’ Promises, and went hard after Jesus’ JOY

that produces a permanent PURE ECSTACY, to which one

becomes fully addicted (I know), and the price of dying for that

joy becomes insignificant, aleluya!!”

• Peter is one of those heroes of the Faith, and part of the great

cloud of witnesses.  Peter TOOK A RADICAL TIME OUT, at

the lowest, insecure and most embarrassing time of his life, He

then went to Jesus’ real Play Book (The Word of God), read the

play RIGHT, Jesus gave Him, became willing to pay the price to

executive the play exactly how Jesus said, got into shape,

listened to the coach, the Holy Spirit, and began to run

FORWARD towards the Promised Land which flows with the

pure milk and delicious honey, and Peter never back to Egypt

again.

• Peter is that guy that every one of us can relate to.

•  SLIDE

• John 13:3-9; 14-17 and 34-38

• Now Look at what the writer to the Hebrews wrote in Hebrews

12:1-4

• SLIDE

• Hebrews 12:1-4
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• I believe it will be very appropriate to take A RADICAL TIME

OUT RIGHT NOW, 3 to 4 minutes to playfully reflect, mediate

and GRIEVE with joyful and genuine gratitude on the reality of

what actually took place on Good Friday.

• So, lets take one minute of silence reflection, THEN

• Let’s take 3 minutes of some of you, as lead by the Holy Spirit

speak up 2 or 3 words, NOT MORE THAN THAT PLEASE,

that tells Jesus as it reflects your humbled gratitude!!

Then I am going to ask you to do something real radical that most

of you perhaps have not done before. Okay?

• WE GO TO FOTBALL GAMES, HOCKEY

GAMEBASEBALL AND BASKETBALL GAMES…ASK

THEM TO STAND UP AND GIVE JESUS A STANDING

RADICAL OVATION.

Once again, Our Title for tonight:

“Praying with Confidence and Expectancy”

flows out of our Main Biblical Text for tonight’s sermon, which is

Acts 3, and I am connecting it with the last part of Acts 2, which

reflects many of the components and elements, we have adopted

from the early church, here with Radical Time Out (RTO), and

also as I connect Acts 3 with the first part of Acts 4, which
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emphasizes, as we do in RTO, the Preaching of Jesus Christ, HIS

GOSPEL, and His PERMANENT resurrection from the dead,

• The Peter we read in Acts is the fully restored Peter. It is

the Peter that finally became fully convinced that Jesus

really loved Him and that Jesus love for Peter

REQUIRED Him to love others by feeding them with

Biblical Truth, real lasting and eternal food.

• Peter finally discovered the Power of Biblical prayer

that makes miracles happen all the time, and Peter

became FEAR-LESS. He was healed and transformed

by the Power of JESUS infinite LOVE,

EXPERIENCED thru the Power of the Cross as it

became infused by the Holy Spirit.

• Peter was NOW living His Christian experience in the

Resurrection Power of Jesus Christ!!

• Peter, now in Acts no longer is ashamed of the Gospel

nor was he going to ever deny Jesus again!!

• Look at this great contrast: Peter was not there at

Calvary, ON GOOD FRIDAY, when Jesus was

SHOWING US THE GREATEST DEMONSTRATION

OF LOVE EVER, regardless of how He felt, BY

making intercession for Peter (praying for Peter), for
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US, His enemies and for the CONVICTED KILLER

AND THIEF, who saw his sins, his guilt, hence His

desperate need for Grace and forgiveness. Hence that

criminal, who represents each of us, was the first and

only one to see the crucified Christ Jesus as His only

exclusive Messiah, King and MASTER for ever, and in

Jesus he placed his entire Hope! He saw Jesus as His

only exclusive door to enter into His Permanent

Honeymoon suite with Jesus, as Jesus was making

payment for His sins.

• Look how crazy, radical, but YET SO REFRESHING

AND FILLED WITH HOPE FOR US, is the belief of

the thief.  The thief trusted and believed on the one

Promise from the dying and bleeding Jesus, with whom

he never spent any time with, except 3 hours, hanging

on the cross next to Him, listening to all of kinds of

crazy lies and negative stuff.

• Peter, who had known Jesus for 3 years and saw Jesus in

action big time, was actually hiding and dying of fear as

Jesus was dying for him.  But yet the Thief was entering

into Paradise with Jesus on that DAY, fully free and

forgiven, as Jesus’ blood was cleansing all of his

sins!!!!!
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• Each of us must then ask ourselves if we can continue to

live our Christian life in our own power or in the Power

of the Holy Spirit. The answer is obvious as we will find

out soon.  You see, to live in the Power of the Spirit

means that you must soak yourselves in the Word and

hence become a person of Biblical Prayer.

• SLIDE

• “Peter finally understood and puts his most powerful

weapon in action here in Acts 3:  ‘Intercessional

Biblical Prayer’ with total Confidence and Expectation,

as His Master Jesus did on the Cross with the repentant

criminal!!”

 Biblical Prayer that Intercedes for our neighbors,

including our enemies, is our biggest and most effective

demonstration of Love, which ultimate validates our love

for God our Father for the Hallowing of His infinite Holy

Name, aleluya”
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• SLIDE

• “No Biblical Prayer, No Power. No Power, No

Breakthroughs”

• Your breakthrough can happen to you tonight!!! You

see as a Christian you have now the choice to be living

your life in Christ, with total integrity, not as a double

agent, as you become person of biblical prayer for the

Glory of Jesus Christ, your Joy and the benefit of others

who are hurting and in need of a genuine Christian that

can bring real HOPE TO THEM as you point them and

show them Jesus in and thru you.

• Please listen:

• SLIDE

• “Giving False Hope to people is a terrible thing.

Wishing people well and hoping the best for them is

not what Jesus called you to be.  Jesus called you to

be an agent of transformative and redemptive

change for others, that will clearly point them to

Jesus Christ, to see and taste how good Jesus really

Is, IN YOU AND thru you.”

• Listen to the Word:

• SLIDE

• READ FROM THE SCREEN
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• READ ACTS 2:46 TO ACTS 4:4

 “Praying with Confidence and Expectancy”

You see, when we pray BIBLICALLY, we must always pray

not only with Confidence and expectation, but we must also

pray with Intense Tenacity and with Specific Precision!!!

  Furthermore, I also want to make sure that everyone is very clear

at what is at the Heart of Biblical Prayer.  Notice that I almost

always use the word Biblical in front of prayer, because any prayer

that is not biblical is not prayer at all.

• SLIDE

• “Christians MUST pray biblically, and must make those

prayers, real BIG, BOLD AND pray those prayers WITH

MUCH PERSISTENCY, Shame-less attitude and with

urgency--to bring about internal transformative and

permanent changes to themselves, FIRST, for the

Hallowing of God the Father’s Infinite Holy Name.”

• SLIDE

• “So, Biblical prayer changes me for the sake of my joy,

even in the midst of my biggest trials, unfamiliar test, deep

troubles and challenges I never seen nor experience
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before, because Joy is my trademark as a Christian for my

clear Gospel witness to others, so they will also know that

Christ Jesus is truly sufficient and all reliable.”

• Others must know, thru my clear witness, that my help

always comes from Jesus Christ, because I am 100%

convinced that Jesus, who is the Truth, the Life and Only

Way to the Father (John 14:6), will not leave me nor

forsake me (Heb. 13:5) and He will for sure, listen to the

cry of the righteous (Psalm 34:17!!”

• And believe me; I am in desperate need for these

transformative changes to happen for good in me. It is an

urgent matter and a constant battle as I fight for my JOY in

the Spirit, so I can become much more credible for the Gospel

to shine thru me. Hence, Christians pray biblically, because

we believe with deep conviction that SELF, cannot bring

about those internal changes in me nor in you, But rather only

God our Father, thru Jesus Christ and in the Power of the

Holy Spirit can make those changes happen, so we will not

continue to hinder the Gospel to advance to others. We then

need for God our Father to grant us the necessary Grace (in

Christ as the Holy Spirit reveals more of Christ to us), YES,
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the necessary Grace we desperately need for those changes to

become real to us and in us and visible to others.

• SLIDE

• “In other words, Biblical Prayer kills more of the “evil sin

in Me” and allows for Christ Jesus to take over, to reign

and govern with Grace (Romans 5:17), all over me, to

empower me, thru the Holy Spirit, to become more like

Christ, so I can love what He loves, feel what He feels and

experience what Jesus has experienced: to fill up in my

flesh what is lacking in the afflictions of Christ (Colossians

1:24), and allowing me to cherish the Cross because I now

love Christ who I used to hate.”

•  Biblical Prayer makes it clear to me, to us, as I study the

Word, ALL THAT Jesus wants me to know and

experience (Job 42:1-6) for His Name sake and the supreme

glory of God the Father!!”

• I KNOW, It is true, because I am exhibit A that indeed

Biblical prayer changes ME first, so I can point others to the

One who did it….Jesus Christ.

•  I am going to give you and show you 14 significant

transformative changes that biblical prayer produces in a
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Christian, that flow out of Peter’s REVIVED life thru

Biblical prayer, which raised his confidence level with

high expectations IN CHRIST, to new levels of Joy. To

give you, in the words of Peter, “Living Hope” and show

you that Biblical prayer produces the internal necessary

changes you and I been longing for a long time.

• In other words, Biblical prayer allows you and me to take off,

for good and throw away your old behavior, and PUT ON

your new behavior that flows out of your new heart, as it

continues to assimilate within you, and make you into the new

you in Christ Jesus!  Got it?

• The way I am presenting these 14 transformative changes is

in the spirit of Colossians 3, to which we will come back

soon, of taking off and putting on as Biblical prayer heals and

transforms you and me internally for the Hallowing of God

The Father’s Name, our Joy and the benefit of others who

must see Jesus, with clarity, in you and me.

• I am given them to you because I have experienced and tasted

these 14 transformative changes myself also.  I must tell you

as a disclaimer, that I am not all there yet, but rather I am in

progress, moving forward, in some more than others.

Therefore I trust we will be inspired to print this sermon from

our blog, and hold each other accountable and feel the
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freedom to come to each other, TAKE A RADICAL TIME

OUT WITH EACH OTHER AND ASK EACH OTHER FOR

A PROGRESS REPORT. Aleluya.  Smile

• Now, next week, I am going to invite you to take a Radical

airplane ride, in Jesus’ Jet, with SCOTT FELINE (HOW TO

SAY IT PHONETICALLY) as our co-pilot as the Holy Spirit

is the Captain, and take a clear view ride over Peter’s

Christian Journey, before he arrived here in the book of Acts

as Luke presents him to us with a very attractive zeal for

Christ.

• We are going to see Peter from the moment Jesus called him,

and notice 11 very significant experiences in Peter’s Christian

journey as they lead him into his sanctification process, that I

believe many of us will relate to, as we see a Peter then that

went up and down, up and down, in the valley and on the

mountain top, in his Christian journey of Recovery not of

deliverance!  Peter was then driven by fear and insecurities,

with no confidence, no purpose and with no clear

expectations from what His calling REQUIRED HIM TO BE

AND THEN DO.

• But now we see Peter in Acts, arriving and embracing His

Calling with unwavering commitment, taking off the moment

he understood and believed that Jesus really loved him with
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the love of the Cross.  Peter now possesses a total confidence

that gives him the clear expectations to die to self, by loving

and cherishing the Cross so he can love people, all people, the

way Jesus loved him.  We clearly see the evidence of the

Marks and scars of the Cross, all over him, the moment he

arrived in Acts 1, where he becomes the clear leader of the

Church of Jesus Christ, so Egypt will never, ever be

recovered.  My friends, Peter finally experienced

deliverance!!  Deliverance from Self and made the Cross his

aim!!!

• SLIDE

• “Jesus is ready and able to deliver you, for good also, as

He did to Peter, as long as you want ALL that Jesus

wants, so you will never be in a journey of “Recovering”

again.”

• Christians have nothing to recover.  Egypt was no longer

an option for Peter, nor it ought to be an option for you!

Jesus did NOT come for you to recover anything. He came

to deliver you my friend AND deliver you for good from

the slavery of sin.” That is FREEDOM GOD’S WAY,

ALELUYA!!!
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• I pray that we will all want to become like Peter, whose single

aimed was to become like Jesus by not divorcing Jesus from

the Cross, and hence become like Jesus for the sake of the

Gospel of Jesus Christ.  The Great Commission could never

be accomplish if we choose to bury the Cross and only show

Christ.  You and I cannot just have the benefits, we must

embrace the responsibilities that require you and me to give it

all up for the one Treasure, the Treasure is Jesus Christ!!

• So, here we go:  14 significant transformative changes

that biblical prayer produces in a Christian that flow

out of Peter’s REVIVED life thru Biblical Prayer!!

• SLIDE

• Biblical prayer heals and transforms:

• 1—“My outlook on Christ and others,”

• so Christ Jesus will become the only object of MY affections

and I can now look at People thru the eyes of Christ and the

Cross, with compassion, and hence really believe that I am a

debtor of Grace to them (Romans 1:14), regardless of what

they have done. Number 2, Biblical prayer heals and

transforms,
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• 2—“The disposition of my heart, by creating a much

bigger capacity, with fresh tender mercies and compassion

for others,”

• so our HEART WILL BECOME BIGGER AND MY

AFFECTIONS FOR JESUS MUCH DEEPER, so I can love

my neighbor with the Gospel, WITH GREATER PASSION!

Number 3, THIS IS A BIG ONE!

• 3—“Biblical prayer Heals my past hurts and

disappointments with others, and with those I have hurt and

damaged deeply,”

•  Therefore it requires genuine courage and intentional

repentance, in your part and mine, with real humility by going

to the other person, coming clean, and confessing our part in

the mess and asking that person for forgiveness:  Stop

complaining, arguing, pointing fingers, telling others, judging

that person and humble yourself.  Question:  How bad do

you want the other person to be healed and be

transformed? Then, you must be transformed FIRST and

look more like Jesus, which is exactly what that person needs

to see!!

• That may include you taken the initiative and going to your

spouse, children, mother, father, other family members,
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church members, former pastors, church leaders, churches

you attended and left angry and disappointed, judges,

prosecutors, former cellies, close friends, co-workers, etc.

And by now those resentments have made us bitter, real angry

and ineffective in our ministries because when people come to

you for a refreshing drink of sweet cold water, you just don’t

have it, as much as you want to hide your bitterness, the

moment they taste the water, they will notice it and then they

will have to excuse themselves and spit the water out.

• We can no longer serve others with biblical integrity, because

our hurts, packaged in pride, are now hurting others.

REMEMBER:

• SLIDE

• “Hurting people hurt people”

• Some of us have allowed our bitterness to move us into

despair because of our pride, and even to a place of hopeless-

ness.  And many of us continue to excuse and defend our

unbiblical behavior.  Yes, you are here, Yes you go to church,

but barely function.  Nothing seems to bring healing to your

deep wounds. You are filled with live mines that are going off

every time you hear something that reminds you of your
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hurts.  Is like the bacteria of the cancer has spread all over

your internal being, and have taken over all of our internal

organs, and you are in desperate need of healing.  You keep

telling yourself, I cannot continue to carry this shame and

keep pretending to be who I am really not, but where do I go?

• I am glad you asked.  Because that is why the Holy Spirit has

given birth to RADICAL TIME OUT, where you do not have

to pretend any more.  You can come as you are, belong, and

feel accepted and fully loved without being judged.

• RADICAL TIME OUT IS WHERE YOU BELONG AND

WHERE YOU FIT, AND WHERE YOU CAN GET

HEALED AND GET WELL, AS YOU FINALLY LOOK

AT THE REAL PLAY BOOK FOR YOURSELF (THE

WORD), AND REALIZED YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN

THE WRONG PLAY TO EXECUTE WITH THE

WRONG COACH AND WITH THE WRONG

PLAYERS.

• Radical Time Out is where we can point you to the real Christ

of the Scriptures, and show you why pray and how to pray

biblically. Aleluya.

• SLIDE

• Biblical Prayer also transforms:  Number 4,
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• 4—“Your deep sadness and sorrows into permanent

dancing Joy,” Number 5, Biblical Prayer heals and

transforms,

• 5—“Your loneliness with a permanent faithful friend,”

• His Name is Jesus Christ, that has promised YOU AND ME

never to leave you nor forsake you, Hebrews 13:5, aleluya,

Number 6, Biblical prayer heals and transforms,

• 6—“Your hate into Love,” Number 7,

• 7—“Your pride into humility.”

• You see Humility is your main ingredient as a Christian, as

garlic is to Cuban black beans, the main ingredient, aleluya,

Number 8, Biblical prayer heals and transforms,

• 8—“Your circumstances, opens the read sea with smooth

road, opens doors that has been closed for 23 and 25 years,

makes the impossible become possible, makes a way out of

no way, provides you with a fresh vision and perspective for

the Glory of God, and fills you afresh with God’s glory

aleluya!”

• The Holy Spirit will send you new friends, the right friends

that will no longer bring you down, but they will raise your up

and equip you with Biblical Truth. They will become your

fence of love, to protect you, love you, nourish you and help
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you in your sanctification process, Number 9, Biblical

prayer heals and transforms,

• 9—“Your language, from cursing Jesus to Praising Jesus,”

• which must reflect how one speaks to others because others

are reflecting the fact that they have been created in the image

of God, Elohim, to us.

• I am guilty sometime of using my words to attack others as I

want to defend my selfish actions that Cleary offends others!!

When I offend others I am offending Jesus. Your words now

must be seasoned with Jesus, packaged with Love and

delivered with Grace. Number 10, Biblical prayer heals and

transforms,

• 10—“Your human impulses that controls and drive your

emotions, so the Holy Spirit can now be driving and

controlling the impulses of your emotions,”, Number 11,

Biblical prayer heals and transforms,

• 11---“Your greed for things of this world with a selfish

attitude for things above in the heavenly realm and with a

selfless attitude.”

• In other words, I am no longer in prison neither to this world

nor to what this world has to offer, because I have understood

that this world is not my home.  I no longer hold on to the

things that keep me away from worshipping Jesus, but rather I
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only hold on, with a tight grip to Jesus and all of His

promises, including my eternal secured future with Him!

Number 12, Biblical prayer heals and transforms,

• 12—Your fears into Courage that will lead you to Praying

with Confidence and with great expectancy,

• so others, as well as YOUR own circumstances, and other’s,

can also be transformed by the Power of the Gospel thru your

prayers, as you pray the Gospel to be fulfilled, for the

Hallowing of God our Father’s Name.  Number 13, Biblical

Prayer heals and transforms,

13—Your doubts into Trusting Jesus for all, and In All,

• SLIDE

• “Barb and I always say that God, Jesus, never, ever

grows tired of new beginnings!!”

• Finally, Number 14, Biblical Prayer provides you with a

brand new beginning, as you heal and become transformed,

making progress, moving, in one direction only, FORWARD,

towards the PromisED land!

• SLIDE

“You must then be as highly responsible as God our Father is

absolutely sovereign”

• This new beginning, which began for me 3 years ago, promises

you that as long as you are as highly responsible in your
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obedience to God our Father thru Jesus Christ, then the Holy

Spirit will care for all of your needs, because it is in the best

interest of God our Father that you will tell others that when we

love Jesus, and exalt Jesus, then the Father delights and provides

more Grace, thru the Holy Spirit,  to empower you with what

you need to continue to make Jesus look great and hence glorify

the Father.

• It is so sad for Barb and I to see “Christians” be robbed Big

Time, cheated from the Gospel, totally deceived in their

churches, and they do not even notice it.  In other words, these

church leaders are even taking off their socks, without even

taken off their shoes!!

• You see when Jesus chose you and saved you, for good, from

the wrath of His Father, not only did He gave you a new heart (a

NEW CONTROL CENTER so you are no longer controlled by

sin but by Christ), but He also empowered you with NEW LIFE

and desires thru the Holy Spirit, and then He promised you and

me that He will pray for you and me 24-7.

• Listen:  that is a winning combination that guarantees you as a

winner with your joy becoming unspeakable and your eternal

future secured for ever!!

Christ.

• In Conclusion
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• SLIDE

“Here is what I really need for you to KNOW and become

gripped by to move you to immediate action: The moment these

14 transformative internal changes began to take effect in Peter,

Peter’s eyes became WIDE open, his mind was fully illumined and

he finally understood with clarity, His mission and purpose (also

our mission and purpose, The Great Commission without

excluding anyone, in the context of The Biblical Gospel of Grace!

Peter’s focus became an obsession to love and cherish the Cross

and Christ together.

Peter understood that a Christian cannot have Christ without the

Cross!! Peter’s aim then was to be crucified like Christ Jesus, but

upside down, to really hallow the Name of God the Father, for His

joy and the benefit of billions of people, like us!”

• SLIDE

• “The Cross and Christ is God the Father’s Precise, Permanent

Prescription, not only for the permanent Justification of a

Christian, but also for the Christian’s sanctification that leads

to the Christian’s glorification”

• So, once again, I invite you tonight to take Jesus’ Precise

Permanent Prescription DAILY, The Cross and Christ

together, and sometime, like I do, a few times a day, until

Jesus comes again.
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Let’s us pray

Q and A session


